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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the design of Cicero, a mixed-initiative tool which allows human users and intelligent agents to work together in game prototyping tasks. Cicero is built-in on top of the General Video Game AI Framework (GVGAI) and the Video Game Description Language (VGDL). Among its features, Cicero has a stats tool, a visualization system, a mechanics recommender, a retrospective analysis application and a query system for in-game data. Cicero is constantly evaluated and its features are the results of users’ tests and feedback.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Game design tools is a common place nowadays. There is a myriad of them available, from open-source to commercial ones. They bring a set of features that virtually can attend the desires of independent developers, game companies and players around the world. In general, these tools offer assistance in tasks like editing game graphics, physics, UI, sound and etc. However, when dealing with Artificial Intelligence, there are not so many examples and even a study tried to identify what would be the requirements for AI Game Design Tools [10]. In the recent years, we have been seeing many efforts in areas like game telemetry and game analytics. Companies like Unity [1] and Bioware [20] are investing in tools that empower developers with data collection and analysis about their players. What are they doing? How long are they playing a certain title? These are just a few questions that tools based on telemetry and analytics can answer about player habits. Certainly, there are many other computational methods that make these tools able to assist developers when they need to understand their users (which is all the time). However, when talking about game development, properly, the level of AI-assistance is not so expressive. Fortunately, some works have been presenting new game engine tools based on AI. They offer help on tasks like level creation [14, 17], music and sound design and even can generate games entirely from scratch. The problem is that many of these tools are strictly attached to only one single game. If someone wants to apply their ideas on a new project, it will be necessary to rewritten everything again. Cicero is a tool that allows the use of AI for game development tasks in different game genres inside the spectrum of 2D tile-based games. Its main influences and its features highlights will be showed in the following sections.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we present some works that are an influence for the development of Cicero. We divided them into two categories: AI Game design assisted tools and Game telemetry and visualization analysis

2.1 AI Game design assisted tools and Game telemetry and visualization analysis
Tanagra [17] is a tool that creates and analysis levels for 2D-platform games. Ropossom [14] does a similar service offering level and analysis assistance. It is focused on the mobile game Cut The Rope. A bit more generic is Sentient Sketchbook [6] whose main functions assists users by recommending levels in real-time for strategy and rogue-like games. As stated before, despite the impressive results, these systems are very straight related to one single game or a game genre in the best scenario. There are works with presents a more generic use, but they are related to specific contents like music [13] or are used as examples for Domain Specific Languages (DSL) [5]. When trying to achieve a high level of generality, with core components like rules and mechanics, the examples are not so many.

2.2 Game telemetry and visualization analysis
Despite in its infancy [2], designers and developers already are benefiting their works with the current game telemetry and analytics tools [4, 19]. For example, they are aware of all the events happening in a game (deaths, enemies attacked, items used, etc.) and they can even predict when players are becoming uninterested in a particular title [8]. Exactly like the examples in the subsection above, many of the telemetry and visualization tools presented are also straight-attached to one single project. For example, Data Cracker is focused on a game of the popular franchise: Dead Space [9]. It collects and provides analysis about users’ performances in the game. In [19], the authors uses the 2D runner game, Cure Runners,
as an investigation about how to integrate game analytics tools into a game development cycle. Finally, the game Super Mario Bros 3 is the test bed for a telemetry system that gathers every player input to understand better gameplay sessions [16]. Commercial tools like Unity Analytics [1] offer a package of analytical services for a broad set of game genres. Both Unity Analytics and Ubisoft’s DNA are compared against G-Player [3]. It is a visualization system whose interface allows users to navigate through data collected from a mod of the game Fallout:New Vegas. Its spatial and temporal analysis were well received by domain experts that in many aspects consider it superior to the results of the commercial packages available.

3 CICERO SYSTEM
Cicero is an acronym for Computationally Intelligent Collaborative Environment for game and level design. It is built on top of the GVGAI Framework and the VGDL language. It contains features for creating and editing games as well as features for game telemetry and analytics. See figure 1.

3.1 VGDL and GVGAI
The Video Game Description Language allows developers to prototype games with a few lines of code [12]. The games that can be created are similar to classical ones developed for the Atari 2600 system. The GVGAI is a framework that uses games as a test bed for general artificial intelligence [11]. The framework allows the development of intelligent agents who learns how to play the games without previous acknowledgment about them. Therefore, when a user is interacting with Cicero UI, underneath the system is creating VGDL lines of code. When the user wants to simulate a game, she can pickup one of the available agents and the system will use it to run a simulation.

3.2 Cicero Features
Besides the tasks of creating, editing and simulate VGDL games, Cicero offers the following features: a stats tool, a mechanics recommender, a visualization control, a retrospective analysis tool and a query system. Each one of them will be detailed in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Stats Tool. The stats tool keeps a record of every interaction which takes place in a game. An interaction in VGDL is part of the core mechanics of each game and specify what happens when two sprites overlap. A real-time report shows a diagnosis with all the interactions in use. It creates a rank with the most to the least accessed (which includes interactions not accessed at all). This way, based on the diagnostic, the user can design test cases to identify if the not accessed rules are due to a design flaw.

3.2.2 Mechanics Recommender. The inspiration of the Mechanics Recommender comes from the situationalist school of creativity, defined by Ben Schneiderman [15]. In this school, the idea of creativity is based on unpredictable events that trigger creative thinking. This feature works whenever a user presses a button to get recommendations from the system. The system compares the game in development with the ones available in the VGDL library. Then it defines a rank of similarities and suggests sprites and interactions (the core elements which represents game mechanics in VGDL) [7]. It is worth to say that sprites in VGDL are not just related to images. Actually, they embed behaviors like random moves, chasing and shooting.

3.2.3 Visualization control. The visualization control shows information about every game object and every game event. The control adapt itself to any game and allow the users to select what they want to see. See figure 2

3.2.4 SeekWhence. SeekWhence is a retrospective analysis tool [18]. It allows users to navigate in stored gameplay sessions (See figure 3). The users can play these sessions frame-by-frame and inspect carefully the many events that take place during a particular game tick. SeekWhence is integrated with the visualization controls to enhance the user analytical skills when inspecting her game. It also allows that any frame can be exported to the Cicero main UI, which allows user’s editing and change the gameplay story from that point to the end.

3.2.5 Query System. Even with a retrospective analysis tool, it is difficult to know specific events about a gameplay session. In a single frame, many events happen with many game elements. In order to help users to find the information they are looking for we developed a query system. It works by storing every interaction
in a database. It stores what event happened, where it happened and when. The query system is integrated with SeekWhence and its results are showing to the users as a list of panels. By clicking on any one of them, it jumps to the exact frame when the event happened and highlights the elements and place.

4 NEXT STEPS

Cicero is periodically tested. Users perform tasks in order to explore the tool and provide us with their feedback. For our next steps, we will build an agent evaluation tool. It will print a tree showing all the possible choices and the decisions taken by an agent at every state of a gameplay session. We believe that this feature integrated with what we already have will improve the users when developing and comparing new and already implemented agents.
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